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Abstract- In recent time, the reports that each year nearly five thousand pedestrians die in motor vehicle-related
accidents. This technology has planned in study in different condition how human being will react at the time
accident. It is based on Virtual Reality (VR).In this different person is studied under virtual environment where some
simulation is going on. In this simulation they will be real time things like road, street lights, houses, people, tress
and atmosphere. Selected people will go in simulation when subject is meet with accident they will study about how
subject posture changes.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Virtual reality (VR) is associate expertise going down inside a computer-generated reality of immersive
environments are often almost like or completely totally different from the real-time world. Presently
normal virtual reality systems use either virtual reality multi-projected or headsets environments to get
realistic pictures, different sensations and sounds that simulate a user's physical presence in a very virtual
surrounding. Someone using virtual reality instrumentation is in a position to seem around the artificial
world, move around in it, and move with virtual options or things. A VR area may well be a autonomous
house that is made-to-order with moveable or embedded technology that will allow it to deliver or
enhance a “virtual reality” experience. In distinction to stationary or sitting “VR”, a “VR” space permits
the users to maneuvers everywhere in room with freedom that further closely imitate a real-world
experience. VR simulation rooms are usually utilized in “virtual reality” play.

Fig.1 VR Headsets (Source: www.techpayout.com)
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Virtual reality rooms were the initial chance for facultative virtual surroundings. Before the shrinking of
show technologies which may support by VR headsets, virtual reality simulation rooms are used to bring
a 360° visual experience. “Virtual Reality” combat flight employment developed decade’s agony for the
use of North American nation army used in display encompassing simulation of fighter jet by the army
pilot. The constant technology were used in displays and rooms with projectors. VR rooms supported
projectors are usually remarked as “CAVEs” [3].

Fig.2 VR Room (Source: www.mashable.com)

II.
LITERATURE SURVEY
In this paper, a set of virtual auxiliary surgery system based on VR is designed and implemented.[6] The
research and implementation of the key issues from the overall design to the whole system involved,
finally using modular design idea of virtual design on assisted surgery system were constructed to start
UI and the virtual scene and interaction, the independent unit and integration testing, to ensure the
system running free error and smooth implementation of the virtual surgery system, the original design
scheme of auxiliary. The virtual assistant surgery system designed and implemented in this paper has
achieved the basic application needs. However, due to the more number of important points involved,
some parts of the system need further improvement or improvements.
In this paper, the posture of body is evaluated during collision. In order to get information they are using
“Virtual Reality”. In this simulation they use simulation room where participants will simulate traffic
scenario. Motion sensors are connected to the body of participants. They use “Xsens” sensors and “MVN
studio” for connecting sensors. By this it is used to calculate average body and segment orientation at
time of collision.[1]
In various case studies are taken into consideration and the usage and effect of virtual reality simulation
on each scenario have been explained. Certain points like how it has changed the previously used
methods are discussed and how this process is made more efficient using this technology. They have
covered domains such as Animation, image processing, motion sensors, and VR room.
Thus, from the former work, we can say that a smart card virtual reality simulation containing all the
essential features is still required that covers the drawbacks of the currently existing system and provides
a better user experience as well as more realistic experience in the simulation. So, we aim to propose a
system that upgrades oculus drift dk2 to oculus go which more feature and specification and also
implementing sound system air and temperature control in virtual reality room.
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III.
METHODOLOGY
A. 1) Pedestrian Simulator: The study is conducted in an exceedingly virtual surrounding through
the utilization of a particularly created pedestrian simulation machine, that permits subject to
maneuver in an exceedingly need virtual traffic situation.
a) Motion Capture System: There are total twenty two motion sensors around the body as shown
in fig 3. From below picture observed that at every joint motion sensors are implanted on spinal
cord four sensors are arranged by this every motion is capture accurately. The sensors are placed
with suits and straps all relevant to human body parts like neck, spinal cord, elbows lower and
upper legs, hands and shoulders, feet, upper and fore arms. The Xsens is the sensors module [4]
that is used to capture motion from sensors. Based on this sensor input it is used to calculate the
position of the body during an automobile collision. “MVN Studio” is a software program which
is used to controls the motion capture system. The joints between the spinal core are jL5S1,
jL4L3, jL1T12 and jT9T8 are not measured directly, they are interpolated in “MVN Studio”
using a model of the spin.

Fig. 3 Sensor location in body
b) Simulation Software: The “virtual Reality” surroundings is Planned to use the simulation
package “IPG carmaker”. This software package is specially developed for virtual check driving
with careful automobile models that correspond to the behavior of automobile as well as
extremely flexible and intelligent driver and manipulatable road elements.
c) VR - Glasses: For the visual feedback to the test subject, the Oculus Go is used. Oculus Go is
equipped with an additional 3D inertial sensor for motion detection. The Oculus Go produces a
stereoscopic image with two screens with a resolution of 2,560 x 1,440 pixel per screen, a 180degree field of view and an image refresh rate of 72 Hz.
2)System Setup: Fig. 5 shows the simulator setup, which consist of VR-glasses (1), 17 small and
lightweight inertial motion capture sensors (2), a motion data receiver (3) and a notebook with
simulation software (4).
In order to free motion in the VR room, the device is placed on the backpack of the test subject.
In pedestrians simulation, it is used to investigate the reaction and behavior of subject
(pedestrian) in much different traffic scenarios in a defined simulation surrounding and safe place
to test.
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3) System Configuration: The design concept of the virtual reality of pedestrian collision
simulation is illustrated in fig 4. In order to achieve real-time simulation orientation of animation
in Carmaker interface align perfectly to VR glasses otherwise, they may be motion sickness. The
Motion sensors transmit the current position at the speed of 60 Hz to the “CarMaker” interface.

Fig. 4 Design idea of the pedestrian simulator
B. Participants: In this group of participate age between 20 to 80 taken in simulation in the study.
For the most effective motion capture sensor result, there are connected to the body of the
participants. All participants must were tight clothes where motion sensors are fixed and sports
shoes.
C. Experimental Setup
1) Virtual Environment: The virtual atmosphere in carmaker was designed as a district of a little
town. It had been aimed to present the virtual town as realistic as attainable to the check subjects.
To accomplish this goal, the surroundings was designed with completely different buildings like
homes, trees, office and state buildings, a petroleum station and traffic signs as shown in Fig. 5.
For the city traffic situation, a 2 lane street was enforced with a breadth of six meters. The road
phase wherever the check eventualities materialized was a straight road with a length of one
hundred meters. On both sides of the road were sidewalks with a breadth of three meters.

Fig. 5: a) structure of the pedestrian simulator: (1) Virtual Reality-glasses, (2) motion capture sensors (3)
data receiver (4) simulation software b) visual feedback c) third person perspective
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2) “Finite element re-analysis”-Simulation: In this phase two similar simulation are run Virtual Reality
rooms. The main reasons for this simulation are to do quantify and research the influence of the posture
of pedestrian during impact.
IV.
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The prototype of the virtual reality room proposed in this paper consists of three components. For every
component, certain characteristics, as well as protocols, are followed. In system setup in the paper, they
are using oculus drift dk2 which is upgraded to oculus Go which has more features than oculus drift dk2.
The “Oculus Go” specifications are an LED display where in the headset with a screen resolution of
2,560 x 1,440 per pixel. The display will run at 72Hz, which means the screen will show up to seventytwo pictures per second, making the sleek visual expertise that’s vital for "VR". A 100 degree view. This
will increase the better quality of animation in simulation.

Fig. 5 Oculus Go (Source: www.amazon.com)
Also, for the proposed system in the system configuration to new features which is not addressed in the
paper, they sound control, temperature control and air control in the virtual reality environment. With
this virtual reality environment will be more realistic real-world movements and actions.
V.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a virtual reality environment is proposed which is used for studying how pedestrian will
react when to meet with a car accident while crossing road. The idea is upgrading to Oculus go which is
better than Oculus drift dk2 and with embedded sound, temperature and air control will make a
simulation even more realistic. We tried our level best overcome almost all the problems from the
previously proposed system. The study shows the indication of the pedestrian position at the time of the
collision or accident with an automobile which identifies a measurable influence on the mechanics of the
pedestrian and therefore it necessary to take steps to prevent accidents [2].
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